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HACKER-PSCHORR OKTOBERFEST - 5.8% ABV
Balanced flavor with malt aroma and 

a tangy, bitter note give it a distinctive taste.

Munich malts give the beer a wonderful orange hue with a rocky, off-white head.
 Light hop aromas balance out a slightly floral nose.

LEINENKUGEL’S OKTOBERFEST - 5.1% ABV
This traditional Märzen-style beer has a 

toasted malt flavor and subtle, spicy hop notes.

PAULANER OKTOBERFEST - 5.8% ABV
Ever since 1818 we have brewed our bottom-fermented Oktoberfest Bier.

it has The perfect balance of a light taste of hops and a strong note of malt.

PAULANER OKTOBERFEST WEISN - 6.0% ABV
Deep golden color, full-bodied and wonderfully mellow, 

with a balanced harmonious taste and the pleasant fragrance of hops.
 At 6% ABV, it is stronger and bolder that the usual lager.

REVOLUTION OKTOBERFEST - 5.7% ABV
Smooth with a pleasant, toasty, malt flavor. The addition of traditional 

German Magnum and Hersbruker hops provide a crisp balanced bitterness and 
spicy/earthy aroma to round out this robust beer. 

LAKEFRONT OKTOBERFEST - 5.7% ABV
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SAMUEL ADAMS OCTOBERFEST  - 5.3% ABV
Our version of this classic style blends hearty malts for a deep, smooth flavor

 with notes of caramel, creating a brew that’s perfect for the season.

SCORCHED EARTH OKTOBERFEST - 6.0% ABV
Using the finest German malt, hops and lager yeast, 

this beer is malty and clean, with a beautiful orange hue. 

SIERRA NEVADA OKTOBERFEST - 6.1% ABV
This year we teamed up with Germany’s Bitburger Brewery for an Oktoberfest that

turns backyards into beer gardens. Rally your friends and celebrate with a festbier whose
rich amber color, secret hop blend, and smooth malty flavor bring the Munich tents to you.

TANGLED ROOTS OKTOBERFEST - 5.8% ABV
A traditional Märzen style, this Oktoberfest is cold aged
to deliver a rich yet smooth medium bodied amber lager. 

WARSTEINER OKTOBERFEST - 5.9% ABV
Celebrate German heritage with this authentic, German Specialty Beer. it has a 

well-balanced, mild and smooth taste with a uniquely soft, hoppy aftertaste.
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